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Handbook-3

Representation at the Workplace Level
Introduction
Handbook 3 provides further information to support trade union organisation in
the workplace. It takes forward the process begun in Handbook 2 that discussed
how to find and encourage activists to take on the role of a workplace
representative. This Handbook is for the workplace representative and contains
practical ideas and guidelines for carrying out the role.

The Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1: The role and responsibilities of the workplace representative
 What are the different activities that need to be planned?
 What is the key information and skills that can help the representative be
organised?
 How can the workplace representative solve problems to get the best result
for workers?
 Why is it important to keep records and communicate with the Executive
Committee?
Section 2: Handling Individual & Workplace Dispute
 What is the difference between a workplace dispute and an individual
problem?
 Why is it important to take up a member’s problems and keep reports?
 How can members be organised and kept informed during a dispute?
 What are the processes for engaging and negotiating with management?
Section 3: Communicating for Member Participation
How can the workplace representative keep members informed and
motivated?
 What are the different ways to communicate with members?
 Why is it important to understand the needs of members?
 What types of meetings can a representative hold and how are they
organised?
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The Role and Responsibilities of a Workplace Representative
The Role of the Workplace Representative






This is a key position in the
union because it is the
members direct and often
only contact with the union. It
is rewarding to support and
work with members but there
can be responsibilities and
challenges.

Key words
Dispute Procedures: these are procedures
agreed by union and management to
resolve problems for individual workers or
collective issues
Collective Problems: are about issues that
have an impact on all workers in a factory

Natural Justice: means that all workers
Representation
is
an who are accused of something or
important part of the role; disciplined have the right to a fair hearing
ensuring that members and and to be represented by a union officer
works are treated justly and
fairly by the employer and are
part of the decision-making processes of the union.

The role is written into the Union Constitution, which states who they are
responsible to, for example, a Branch Secretary or the Chair of the Executive
Committee. This person also provides support and guidance.

Key Point
Representing yourself is not
easy when you are upset or
angry.
A representative speaks up
for members, on their behalf,
and
this
prevents
management from treating
workers unfairly
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Workplace representatives are Key Point
elected at the workplace, by the
members of the union. The Know
Union Executive Committee  The history of the Bangladesh trade
union movement
selects
the
number
of
representatives needed in a  The Labour Laws and the RMG sector
workplace and organises the  The role of the international trade union
elections at a meeting, without
movement, the International Labour
Standards and union policy on rights
employer interference.
issues.
ILO Convention 135 states that Workplace Representatives should be protected
under national law from unfair acts or dismissals. (Bangladesh has not ratified
this Convention)

The Role is divided into 2 areas
Dealing with problems at the workplace

prevents the exploitation of workers and members; for example, if they are
forced to do overtime or threatened with dismissal.

Includes


Checking agreements, contracts of employment and wage slips against the
Labour Act and Rules and taking up breaches with management; for
example, when the employer
has not issued the worker
with a letter of employment
and an Identify Card



Knowing the OSH and gender
equality laws and monitoring
implementation
at
the
workplace; for example,
monitoring that the employer
is introducing the fire safety
requirements of the Accord
and ensuring there is no
sexual harassment
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Monitoring the dispute procedures so they are implemented correctly; for
example, following up compensation claims, monitoring the use of overtime
or investigating accidents.



Representing members in collective or individual disputes after careful
research and preparation; for example, if a member is threatened with
dismissal or if management wants to make changes to the workplace without
consulting the union or workers.

Union activities
Promoting the union and maintaining regular contact with members by
talkingwith them individually, in groups or at meetings, putting up notices about
the union and distributing circulars and leaflets to keep members informed of
union issues.
Collecting union dues

Monitoring the check off system or members bank
transfers

Keeping members
informed

Being accessible and listening when they have
problems and answering their questions

Preparing for and
conducting formal
informal meetings

and

Involving members in decision making; writing
and giving reports and speaking in public

Maintaining contact with the
Union Executive
Committee
Recruiting
new
and
potential workers

Sharing information about the workplace issues
and asking advice

Organising the workplace

Encouraging members to participate in union
activities, finding potential activists and getting
them involved and understanding how to work
with a Workplace Participation Committee

Building
unity

solidarity

Coordinating recruitment campaigns
explaining the benefits of joining

and

and Bringing members and workers together
regularly to show support for union actions and
negotiations
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Getting Organised




Workplace representatives are also
workers and must make sure that
they do their everyday job to the
best of their ability
A well organised representative
can manage the union and the job
by delegating some of the duties
to members. This helps members
to feel involved and part of the
union

Key Point
Under the Bangladesh Labour law, if the
union is registered, a representative must
get permission to carry out union
activities in work time.
This presents a challenge and some union
activities are better implemented outside
the workplace

Tips for getting started


Arrange a contact point for members to meet, pick up or leave mail and
messages. Find a safe place for a box or basket (When the union is registered,
and approved as the Collective Bargaining Agent, the employer must provide
an office)



Carry a mobile phone so members can easily make contact and to send
reminders and urgent messages; give all members the number (The Executive
Committee can include this in the union budget, having a phone makes it
easier keep in touch with members, in and outside the workplace)



Keep a diary to record appointments, meeting dates and other union
commitments (Always keep it with you; it is easy to forget something when
you are doing two jobs at once)



Use a note book to keep a ‘to do /
action list’ and note down
observations. (Check items off
when completed and amend the
list regularly)

Key Point
Try not to keep the members or
management waiting, advise them you
will be late or set another time.
Keeping a diary and a note book helps
you to remember
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The Noticeboard
Iin some countries, there is a legal requirement for the employer to provide a union
noticeboard on a wall in the workplace where all workers can see it.
Include this as demand in the collective bargaining agreement. The board can
display newsletters, leaflets and meeting times but needs updating regularly.

Keeping Records





Keep a record of everything the union does at the workplace
Organise documents so they
Key Point
are easy to find
Keep them in a box, a box file
Develop a system that meets your needs.
or loose leaf folder
Take it home with you or find a safe
Store in a safe and easily
place to store it, as it will contain
accessible place
confidential information

File records under the following headings:

# Minutes of meetings, # Correspondence, # Negotiation Reports, # Membership
Records, # Receipt Books & Expenses, # Contact Details, # Copies of the Labour
Act & Rules, # The Service Rules of the employer or the Collective Agreement,
# Notes of interviews and Phone Calls, # The union Constitution, # Financial
Reports

Using a filing system







Keep it simple
Label documents and materials clearly
File material and discard old documents regularly
Keep files up to date and in order
Put material back in place after use
Keep in order of dates
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Looking after members
Workers need a union because it is common to experience problems at work. Even
if the management is reasonable, it is never easy to negotiate for yourself as the
power relationship between the employer and management is not equal.
A workplace representative needs some basic skills, to make sure the members are
protected from unfair employers decisions and involved in discussions made
about them. Such as interviewing, reportings, writing, negociating and different
types of communication.

Learning to listen actively and show empathy is the most
important skill
Listening is a key skill – practice the following on friends and family. Actively
listen to what people say
Show the member you are interested and care about how they feel. Active
Listening shows respect
 Note the body language of the person who is speaking; are they nervous,
angry, confused
 Use body language that shows you are listening and interested; nodding,
smiling, watching, not looking away or checking the mobile
 Let the person finish speaking without jumping to conclusions or interrupting
with comments or responses
 Never shout or dominate the conversation
 Ask questions to check your understanding
 Take notes – but first, tell the person why, then ask permission.
Failure to listen carefully means you are not be able to asses a situation accurately;
this can hurt not help the member A union rep talking with a member
demonstrating good listening and the member looking happy and one shouting or
interrupting and the member looking surprised or upset
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Taking Notes
Take notes in interviews, meetings with management, telephone conversations and
union meetings
 Notes must be accurate
 Use notes for writing reports and preparing negotiations
 Summarise by taking down the major points, include recommendations and
short comments in the margin
 Do not write down every word that is said

A Good Note Taker






Always carries a note book and pen
Never trusts anything to memory
Writes brief and clear notes
Records main points only, example - Names, place, time, the event, facts
and conclusions
Checks notes before and confirms details at the end of the meeting

Example of bad notes
On Thursday April 18th, 2019 I was approached in the tea room by Samina who
was very agitated and upset because her pay packet was BDT 250 short and she
thought it was because some overtime had not been added so I looked at the pay
slip but could not see why so I told her to ask the pay clerk and let me know what
happened and if things still not satisfactory will go with her.

Example of good notes







18/4/2019 at 10:25 a.m. met with Samina in tea room
Query about short payment of wages by BDT 250
Perhaps overtime not included?
Pay slip looked ok
Advised her to see pay clerk and report back (Follow up on 20/4/2019)
If still not resolved organise to see pay clerk together
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Interviewing
Interviews are useful for gathering information. Interview members who come
with a problem, other people connected with the problem, including witnesses,
supervisors or labour inspectors
In some cases, the problem is easy to resolve, in others the information gathered
in the interview is used to prepare a case to negotiate with management.

Tips for interviewing
Preparation
is
important;
arrange a time suitable for the
interview, research the problem
and prepare questions. If the
time is too short, arrange
another meeting.










Key Point
Always explain how you will use the
information; ensure confidentiality and
explain that you will only share the
information with their permission

Hold the interview in a quiet space free from interruptions
Explain why it is necessary to take notes and why you need the information
Listen carefully and actively
Use the prepared questions but be flexible and ask prompting questions
Take careful and accurate notes of the responses
Always check and confirm the facts given by the interviewee
Discuss options and agree on the next steps
Follow up as soon as possible any actions you have agreed to
Thank the member and ask if they have any questions or queries

For example

Jane approached Mary, the workplace representative, because the supervisor
threatened to deduct ½ a day’s pay from her. She tried to explain the reasons why
but he wouldn’t listen

Check with the Executive Committee for confirmation of the
agreed action
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Questions to ask

How late were you and is there a record of it?
 What was the reason for being late?
 How many times have you been late since you started work here?


Responses

Jane was 30 minutes late the first day and 40 minutes late 3 days later because
her mother who looks after her two babies was late reaching her home and she
couldn’t leave them alone. She was never late before

Advice Mary

Sympathised with her and told her that the action of the supervisor was unfair
as her reasons were genuine and she had not been late before
 Offered to set up a meeting with the supervisor to discuss the issue and ask
him to have the ½ days’ pay returned to her and suggest that she work an
extra hour this week to make up for it


Remember






Treat each person with respect and gain their confidence
Do not appear threatening or demanding
Respond with questions and discuss ideas without being dogmatic
Assess opportunities for resolving the problem with the member
Talk ‘to them’ not ‘at them’
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Reporting and Speaking
Every union officer
and
representative writes reports and
speaks to groups, as part of their
responsibilities. Writing a report
provides evidence of a situation
and is a requirement of the union
constitution.

Key Point
The reports are factual records of union
activities and actions, to be used in a legal
challenge and given to members so they
know what the union is doing and respecting confidentiality

Written reports
Reports need to be written after every formal and informal meeting or
event held by the union; after all negotiations; to record campaign
activities and progress; and to inform the Executive Committee so they
can include them in the AGM report.

Writing a report
Collect the relevant information from documents, notes and results from
previous activities or meetings
Organise the information logically with supporting arguments

a. An Introduction; states your name, position, and purpose
b. A Body; explains the information logically, clearly and concisely;
without repetition

c. A Conclusion; summaries the main information in the body and includes
recommendations
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Example; A report to the Executive Committee of Janes problem
and subsequent follow up
Title: Report of Unfair Treatment of Workers in the Packaging
and Store Areas
Introduction

Similar problems were identified in two areas of the factory (packing and stores)
of a Supervisor deducting workers’ pay for being late unfairly and refusing to
meet with the representative.

Body


A member complained on Monday 13th April that a ½ days’ pay was
deducted for being late on 2 mornings during the week of the 6th April. She
reported that the Supervisor would not listen to her reasons



On both occasions her mother arrived late to take care of her 2 babies. The
total of the late times was 1 hour and 10 minutes not ½ a day. It was agreed
to meet with the Supervisor to discuss the issue but he refused



This was followed up with 20 other workers and 12 had experienced the
same unfair treatment (List of Dates of meetings and details of late times
and amounts deducted)

Conclusion and Recommendations

A meeting was held with the workers concerned
 It was agreed to request the EC to take the matter up with senior management
and ask for compensation


--------------(Signed by )
--------------(Date)
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Tips for writing a report






Collect information
Organise the information
Identify main points and recommendations
Write the introduction, body and conclusion
Be Accurate, Brief, Complete & Direct

Key Point
Do not write everything
people say
 Use a heading ‘the following
matters were raised’ and list
each item briefly


Giving a report or speech at a meeting



Prepare written notes – do not read from the report
Organise ideas – ‘tell them what you are going to tell them, tell them
again’. Remember people have limited concentration.
Practice before the meeting takes place to build confidence



Keep eye contact with people and check their body language








Keep it short – a summary of the main report only
Speak more slowly than normal to give people time to listen
Leave time for questions and think about how to respond
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Handling Individual and Workplace Disputes




Solving and dealing with problems
is a major part of every unions
work, whether at the workplace,
challenging
government
and
employers or sorting out internal
union issues.
In a non-unionised environment
understanding the detail of
problems faced by workers can
help to organise and activate workers.

Key Point
If the union is not registered and
starts making demands or taking
strike action and the employers
harass and dismiss workers,
members will lose faith in the
union

(If the union begins with a strike the employer will take actions that prevents the
union from continuing)

What Union can do to Solve the Problem


Ask workers about their problems



Investigate if or how the employer is breaching the law and international standards



Explain worker and trade union rights



Propose ways that the problem can be solved and how the union, with the
support of the members can resolve problems

BDwbqb
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A Case Study
A group of women workers in a factory ask the workplace representative Sohana
to support them because some women are being favoured for overtime and often
receive bonuses even if they do not work hard. Sohana called a meeting and asked
the workers to describe what is happening, how long it has been going on and what
they think is causing the problem.
The women tell her about 6 workers from different work areas being offered over
time regularly. They are young newly employed workers who refused to join the
union and keep to themselves. The other workers are angry with them. Sohana
explained that she would make further investigations and get back to them.
Questioning other workers revealed that the 6 workers are being sexually harassed
by 4 supervisors. They are fearful of getting into trouble but cannot refuse the
advances because the supervisors threaten them with exposure.
Sohana called the 2nd meeting of the women and explained that it was the fault of
the supervisors and they were breaking the law and exploiting the rights of the
young women, who were very frightened but did not know what to do or
understand what was happening. She proposed speaking with the young women to
explain the situation and advising them to make a statement so she could report the
situation to management.
The other women agreed and said they would support the young women and make
statements. After preparing the case and collecting evidence Susan Sohana
negotiated the supervisor’s dismissal and the employer agreed to bring out a policy
on sexual harassment and coercion.
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Identifying and Analysing Problems




Problems can be simple or complex, individual or collective; the workplace
representative needs to know how to categorise them and explain it to members.
Members can show unity over a demand for an issue that affects all workers but
can also show solidarity for an
individual worker’s problem,
Key Point
for example, an unfair
dismissal or for a worker who An individual problem can also be a
collective problem, but workers may feel
has been sexually harassed.

uncomfortable talking about it

An individual problem

A young woman worker approaches a Committee members and tells her she has
a bladder infection and always feels sick at work. When she has her monthly
period, she only has dirty rags from the floor to use as sanitary pads. She cannot
afford medical treatment but knows that if it is not treated it will become
serious and she is worried that when she marries she will not be able to have
children.
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The collective problem

A representative carefully questions the young woman and finds that in her work
area the supervisor makes them ask for permission to go to the toilet and
sometimes prevents them going for several hours. They do not have access to
clean drinking water during working hours and there is nowhere for them to wash
their hands
This demonstrates how an individual problem becomes a ‘collective problem’
because all the women in that section, and probably the whole workplace,
g~jK_v
experience similar difficulties. This issue is very personal, so workers do not
immediately see it as a ‘collective problem’.
This problem is caused by unacceptable work practices that violate the rights of
women workers and is in breach of OSH rights at work. Handling it collectively
means that all women workers will benefit from the changes that are negotiated.

Activity: Identifying ‘collective problems’
 Investigate work practices and conditions that cause worker’s health problems

and what, if anything, has been done about it

 Carry out a survey, give them a list of problems and ask them to tick the

problems they experience, collate the information, identify the ‘collective
problems’ and investigate further by talking to workers

Key Point
Clearly describe the problem to all
members in the workplace to gain their
interest
 Discuss problems with members so they
understand why it is a collective problem,
the cause of the problem, ways to resolve
it and the rights of workers
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Prioritising problems


If workers face many problems, start with one problem only, never raise
more demand at a time with management.



First, select a problem that is simple and possible to win.



The first ‘win’, demonstrates how working collectively makes a difference;
then it is easier to win more demands.

Example of a simple OSH issue that is also a ‘collective problem’
In a workplace survey the representative identified that in the cutting area,
workers experienced both small and serious wounds from the knives they were
using. The knives were old and replacement blades were often not available and
some of them were dismissed because the wounds meant they could not work.
This is a simple problem but is leading to workers being dismissed, so it is a
serious problem. It will not be very expensive for management to resolve and
fixing it will save the employer the costs of money of recruiting new workers.

The workplace representative:


Talks with workers and finds out how many workers have been dismissed
with serious wounds and how small wounds slow down the work



Checks information, such as, when the supervisor last ordered blades or
new knives



Works out the cost to management of having to continually engage workers
with the relevant skills or train new workers against purchasing new knives
and a supply of replacement blades



Estimates the loss of production and impact on profits that are caused by the
injuries and slower work



Agrees the solution with the workers and prepares the case



Negotiates a solution with management
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Key Point
Be methodical and use all the resources
and information available. These can be
the law, union and management policy,
the Executive Committee, the Industry
Federation, other RMG unions and the
ideas of the members

Complex problems contain
several different problems; this
makes it difficult to convince
management to make changes
and easy for management to
introduce distractions.

Tips for prioritising problems and gaining support


Do a survey on how many workers are affected and the problems they face



Get stories from individual workers and explain that they will be used
anonymously



Contact the National Federation and a Global Union Federation to ask them
to put the stories and facts on their website and ask people to sign a letter to
the management

The workplace representative and the Committee discuss the main problem and
divide it into smaller problems; then they prioritise the steps for dealing with it.

A Problem-Solving Model
Facts and Issues

What is wrong?
 Define the problem
 Gather information and get advice
 Discuss the problem with members

Options

What can we do?
 Review the problem
 Explore different ways to fix the problem
 Prioritise options - the best to the worst

Action

What will we do?
 Agree with members on the best option
 Decide the option to select
 Develop a plan

After the option is selected, planned and implemented the union carries out an
evaluation in order to ensure the option has met the needs of the workers
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Example of solving a problem

The management wants to put additional machinists into the work area and
several members said that they had tried to object because of OSH issues

The representative






Notify the Executive Committee, who asked for more information
Talk to the members concerned and confirmed the proposed changes with the
supervisor
Inspect the area and estimat the overcrowding it would cause
Research the OSH legislation for minimum space between machinists
Discuss and agree with the members a course of action and arrange a meeting
with management and the union executive

Dealing with an individual member’s problem



Carry out the same process for a collective, using the problem-solving exercise
Involve the individual member in the deciding the option to select

Example of an individual problem


A member reports that their overtime payments have been calculated
incorrectly



The representative interviews the member to establish the facts



Checks the normal rate of pay and details of overtime worked (how long?
When?) with the pay slip details



Finds a mistake and went with the member to report to the pay clerk
whofixed the problem

The workplace representative needs to


Consider the interests and positions of the worker and management



Identify if the problem was a breach of law or company policy



Ensure the member understands the importance of accurate facts



Discuss all possible options and the impact of each on the worker,
beforereaching a decision together
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Five Important Rules for representing individual workers
1. Identify why the member is asking the problem and how important it is
to them
2. Decide if it is an individual or collective problem
3. Only give answers if they are factually correct
4. If in doubt, check before you respond and get back to the members as
soon as possible
5. Keep a brief note of the meeting that you can refer to later

A Member with a family or personal problem
Sometimes the problem is not work related but about a domestic or
family issue.


Ask questions to establish what the problem (do not give advice)



Refer them to a non-government organisation or government department



Assure that information is confidential



Keep a list of welfare agencies or departments that can support members, with
the contact details

Sometimes the issue sounds personal but is linked to work,
Maybe a worker has financial problems or there has been a death in the family
in another part of the country and they want to go to the funeral
 Offer to speak to management with the member to try and find a solution
suitable to the member


Key Point


The representative does not have a
magic wand.



It is important to involve the member
in discussions about the problem so
they are part of the solution.



They can then see how different the
union’s approach is to managements
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Sometimes it maybe a ‘grievance’
against a supervisor or another
worker. For example- a worker
is worried because another
worker is always accusing her of
being lazy

Steps to take


Interview the members separately by asking sympathetic questions to get the
full story



Assess the situation and identify if you need more information and where you
can get it



If you need to interview others, ask the members permission



If the management or the union has a ‘grievance procedure’ use it



Decide who in management to raise the issue with and seek advice from the
Executive Committee



Explain to the member the possible options so they can select the one most
suitable to them



The member will be anxious so report back regularly and try not to keep them
waiting

The Principle of Natural Justice at Work
Natural justice is a human right for all people; it means that if a worker is accused
of a misdemeanour they are entitled to:


Know what they are being accused of



Know what evidence has been relied on



Have a right to reply

In minor cases the supervisor with or without the help of the workplace
representative can find a way to resolve it
If it cannot be resolved, (for example, a formal warning or dismissal), a worker is
entitled to a workplace representative to be present at any meetings, to check that
the grievance procedure is followed and the worker is being treated fairly
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To ensure natural justice, the workplace representative


Follows the procedures for
handling an individual
problem

Key Point
All negotiations take into account union
policies and procedures, workplace practices.
and are guided by the law, management
dispute resolution procedures and or a
collective agreement



Monitors that management is
complying with the dispute
resolution procedures



Finds out if there were
witnesses and if the worker
feels victimised



Interviews the worker to find out if there were previous accusations, the worker
has health or family problems, or if they were provoked by someone else



Understands the case to ensure the worker gets fair treatment by



If they are found to be at fault help to minimise the penalties

Preparing to negotiate a resolution with management


Negotiation is used for collective and individual problems



Individual problems are usually negotiated with supervisors or middle
management



Collective problems should always be conducted with senior management or
a delegated decision maker.

The 3 phases of negotiation

Key Point

Before
During
After

Present a clearly expressed and
logical argument based on facts
so as not to confuse the members
or raise their expectations
unrealistically





the preparation
in the negotiation
the follow up

Consolidating membership
support

Hold regular meetings to ensure strong membership support and make sure the
issue is a priority for them. Make sure management is aware that a majority of the
workers support the demand.
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Step 1: Preparing for negotiation









Collect relevant documents, the law and other information to support the case
Develop the supporting arguments for the demand and be sure of the facts
Write down the demand, the facts, the evidence and key arguments
Choose the union negotiating team (in a collective issue there should be a minimum
of three union negotiators), a note taker, the team leader and the representative
Meet to decide tactics and responsibilities
Anticipate managements position and counter arguments and have responses
ready
Decide what you can agree to during the negotiation and what must be taken back
to the members for a decision
Arrange the time and place for the negotiations; ensure the management negotiators
can make a decision without having to take it back to senior management

Step 2: During the negotiations








The leader introduces the team and presents the union case and prevents
management from ‘side tracking’ the issue
Take a professional approach, be firm and polite, avoid arguments and personal
accusations because they detract from achieving the demand
Use adjournments if the negotiation is not going as planned and discuss
options
Always have a team member taking Key Point
notes to avoid misunder- standing Never back management into a corner
about what is agreed
by insulting them or taking an inflexible
Check management offers and all position this means that you are not
‘negotiating in good faith’. If
agreements, to ensure accuracy
If management asks for something management behaves like this, tell them
unexpected, call a postponement to they are not bargaining in good faith,
the next day and discuss a new close the meeting and set another date
approach with members

Never make a deal with management without agreement of the members
 Ask management to confirm the outcome of negotiations before leaving the room
 Request for the agreement to be documented and signed by all parties
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Step 3: After the negotiations


Assess the results with the team and check the outcome



Report back to members as soon as possible



Give them a clear account of the negotiations



Ask for questions and facilitate discussions for the next steps



Prepare a written report of the outcomes for the Executive Committee

Calling for an Adjournment, means taking a short break
The ILO principles of bargaining in good faith recognise the rights of both
management and the union to call for an adjournment
 If the negotiations are difficult or something new is raised, or people are
becoming hostile, either party can call for an adjournment
 Each party can then discuss the situation and decide on changes to tactics and
agree on a way forward so that they do not disagree in front of management


Principles of Negotiation
Never negotiate alone always have at least two union representatives
 Never make a deal that is less than agreed with the members
 Never debate or argue with your own team in front of management, call for an
adjournment
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Communicating for Membership Participation
Good communication is an important part of the workplace representative’s role. It
needs empathy and self-control to encourage members to participate in union
actions and build solidarity. Members must be able to respect and have confidence
in the workplace representative.

Key Point

Keeping in Contact
Regular contact with members
increases their confidence in the
union and helps to encourage more
participation

As well as members, keep in contact with
the Executive Committee, branch
representative of the union or the
federation.
 They need to be informed of progress,
disputes and problems.
 They are a source of information and

Talk to members or groups about day to day issues as you move around the
workplace; check how they are and if they have any concerns
 Hold regular meetings, in or
outside the workplace to keep Key Point
members up to date
Send information out to all members
 Make sure to induct new members
so they know about the union. ensuring that the contents can be understood
Introduce them to other members, by them
make them feel welcome


A Representative can:
Talk to the members
 Hold regular meetings
 Look after and recruit new members
 Attend meetings of the Branch or Executive Committee


Communication can be verbal or written and, if available, technology such as social
media and mobile phones are an important form of communication.
Written communication needs to be targeted at the workers to take into
account language and literacy levels
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Written communication tools
Depending on language and literacy levels, the workplace representative can
prepare, or access from other union organisations, the following






Leaflets, posters or cartoons
Booklets
Education materials
Summaries of legislation
International standards for worker and trade union rights (ILO).

Use email, social media, phone messaging and the union Facebook or website to
provide regular and immediate updates, notices of events and urgent actions. But
check that all members have access to the internet or a computer.

Speaking to members
There are number of different ways, target members according to their needs ensure
the information is accessible and interesting.
Types of events using verbal / visual communication







Community radio programmes
DVDs of union struggles and campaigns
Community meetings
Union meetings
Education programmes (Discussed in Handbook 10)
Small group discussions

Holding Union Meetings


Meetings can be formal or informal, both are important ways of providing
members with information in a way that actively involves them



Formal meetings are held when there needs to be a formal record of the
meeting for legal reasons



All events and meetings are part of a record of activities to show how the union
is operating



The Union Constitution describes the rules for meetings that are organised by
the workplace representative or the Executive Committee.
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Prepare for the meeting
Organise a place, Make sure it is accessible for the target group
date and time
 Women workers cannot usually attend at a time when
they are caring for children
 A meeting held outside the workplace must be near
where workers live or can find transport to get there
Decide on the
purpose
Invite guest
speakers
Prepare for the
meeting

Write an agenda (a list of topics in the order they will be
dealt with)
Make sure it is relevant and important to the target group
Advise them in advance of the date
Executive Committee members or a speaker from
another union organisation who are busy people



Arrange for a Chair and Minute Taker and send out a
notification to all members.
 Organise materials and arrive early to ensure all is ready

Notice of Meeting for All Members of the (name of a union)
This meeting is organised for members to hear a report from the progress of a
wages negotiation, held between management and the Collective Bargaining
Agent (CBA) and Executive Committee on the 17th July 2019.
The meeting is to be held on 29th July 2019 at Workers Resource Centre and will
start at 6.00pm
All members are encouraged to attend as decisions will be made about future
negotiations

Agenda
1
2
3
4
5

Minutes of previous meeting on
these negotiations
Report by CB Agent on the latest
negotiations
Report by General Secretary
outlining possible options
Recommendations and discussion
Decision on action to be taken

Regards
General Secretary
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Key Point
It is important that the
representative
knows
and
follows the rules for holding a
meeting. All union meetings and
events whether formal or
informal need preparation
Please contact your workplace
representative if you are unable
to attend or have any questions

Chairing a Meeting

Chairing a meeting is an important skill; watch how experienced officers chair or
ask if there is a training course to attend

The Role of a Chair

Opens the meeting and establishes the rules, setting the time limit for speakers
from the floor
 Facilitates the progress of the meeting by introducing agenda items and
speakers
 Knows the rules and controls the meeting so they are not breached
 Ensures that discussion is fair and gives as many people as possible the
opportunity to speak


Procedural matters

A Point of Order can be raised by a member
from the floor if the Chair is not following
the rules
 Voting can be by a show of hands or secret
ballots
 The chair asks for two people to monitor the
vote but who are not be allowed to vote


Key Point
Badly
run
meetings
discourage participation in
union events, lead to poor
decisions
and
confuse
members

Putting a Motion
In formal meetings, decisions need a motion that describes a solution to the
problem
 A motion should only cover one issue, is logically written and clearly sets out
what the decision will be
 States who wants the action / why is it needed / where will it go / Who will
take the action / What is the action


Informal union meetings

The purpose of informal meetings, like group discussions, is to have a deeper
and less controlled debate and are smaller than a formal meeting
 Members can sit in a circle with the facilitator being part of the circle
 They can be planned for new members to familiarise them with union
meetings; so, they can share information, discuss issues and explore options
 They offer a safe environment to develop confidence in members to speak out
at larger of more formal events
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An effective Chair:












Sets time limits for each agenda item and speaker so that all items can be dealt
with
Is consistent in keeping time and if people are digressing politely asks them to stop
Does not domineer, is not too lenient and does not comment on peoples input
or issues
Discourages unnecessary discussion and asks people to keep to the point
Asks the meetings permission to move to the vote if speakers are
repeating issues
Asks for a motion to debate to get agreement on the decision
Listens carefully and attentively to what is happening and prevents conflict
Introduces speakers with their name and position
Calls for order if people interrupt, are rude or try and sabotage the meeting
Organises the vote when decisions are called for
Summarises the outcomes and closes the meeting

Informal meetings need:







Preparation
A notice / invitation to attend
A smaller space
An agenda
A facilitator /chair
A report to the Exe. Committee

Key Point
Union officers and representatives can
use informal meetings to plan campaigns
and strategies before taking them to a
formal meeting for agreement of the
members

Discussion Circle

Discussion groups can be used to raise
issues with members and explore ideas;
they help to increase solidarity by
sharing stories and are less intimidating
than larger, more formal meetings.
A discussion group usually has one
topic does not need an agenda and can
be held as part of a small social event.
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